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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
IN MINING

Over the past five to ten years, Australian mines have
navigated a commodity price downturn, challenging
labour conditions, regulatory changes, upward cost
pressures and unpredictable international politics. The
Fourth Industrial Revolution has emerged in the midst of
this, presenting new opportunities and challenges for
mining companies. Furthermore, regulatory changes and
societal impacts require mines to become not merely
compliant, but to adopt smarter ways of deriving value
from regulation, while ensuring mutual benefit to
surrounding communities and environments in which they
operate. New skills, a changing workforce, organisational
restructuring and adoption of new technologies are all
important to thrive in this era.
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Today, the mining industry is undergoing major transformation. Mining companies are investing in new
technologies and are realising returns in the form of greater equipment uptime and remote
monitoring, as well as more efficient and accurate exploration.

Mining companies that capitalise on the potential of technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT),
big data and cloud computing to transform their operations will be well-positioned to address resource
challenges and environmental pressures moving forward.

Though it isn’t simply about the technology – systems of intelligence represent the combination of
technology, people and process that enable positive feedback loops, and define an organisation’s
competitiveness and ability to change the entire industry landscape. It’s about seizing the opportunity
to optimise your operations and expand.



SOME OF OUR MINING CLIENTS

OUR WORK IN MINING

Maximise your assets, optimise your supply chain and control costs, while maintaining health, safety and 
environmental standards.

HOW WE HELP OUR CLIENTS
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THE MINING INDUSTRY

*Source: Who Owns Whom (Mining), 2020, 
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“It would, however, be possible to extend the lifespan of gold mines to 2045 by
modernising them through the introduction of continuous and mechanised
mining methods.”

“The most significant challenge facing producers of gold, uranium, platinum and
diamonds is the disruption to the supply of, and markets for, these
commodities due to coronavirus; the increasing cost of electricity, water and
labour in particular; and electricity supply problems.  ”

*Source: Who Owns Whom (Mining), 2020, 

MINING INDUSTRY
OUTLOOK

“If there is no substantial change in the mining methods
used, local gold mining will become fairly insignificant
from 2025. “

“Mines will introduce continuous mining systems, which
will reduce dilution in order to achieve a higher mining
grade and will operate 24 hours a day and seven days a
week making IoT, big data and cloud computing even more
relevant to the mining environments.”



OUR INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

DECISION INC. DELIVERING VALUE FROM PIT TO PORT

The below diagram depicts the traditional mining journey from the initial exploration to find the resource
(discover), construction of the mine (establish), extraction of the rock containing the resource (exploit),
separation of the resource from the rock and turning it into a product (beneficiate), selling the product
(sell) to rehabilitating the environment once mining is complete (rehabilitate).
Decision Inc. has built up extensive industry knowledge over many years of consulting in the mining space
and can assist our clients to enhance performance and optimise efficiencies at each point of the mining
journey from where the resource get extracted (pit) to where the resource gets sold/exported (port).



OUR INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
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DECISION INC. HELPS ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST PRODUCERS OF PLATINUM 
IDENTIFY KEY FACTORS INFLUENCING SAFETY INCIDENTS AND INJURIES 

The Client Problem

The mining client engaged Decision Inc. in order to uncover the primary drivers and key influencing
factors of safety incidents and injuries in the production environment by using statistical techniques.

The Solution

The Decision Inc. accident analysis framework was used to explore the key influencing factors on the
number of incidents (target variable). These included the effect of mining conditions and production
output on daily injuries as well as categorical analysis which identified the location of the incident, the
employee demographic such as age, role, designation and gender as well as the time of day and
month when the incident occurred.



OUR INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

TIME SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

00:00 4 6 7 7 5 5 3

01:00 4 11 26 15 20 19 17

02:00 4 29 20 20 14 14 9

03:00 2 18 28 25 25 21 15

04:00 1 21 19 23 19 18 10

05:00 1 17 27 16 20 23 10

06:00 5 25 11 21 20 16 14

07:00 4 22 24 22 32 25 15

08:00 10 44 34 51 34 28 19

09:00 3 66 68 70 92 46 49

10:00 10 71 104 82 94 90 50

11:00 8 91 99 80 75 73 41

12:00 11 67 106 76 66 74 37

13:00 7 56 66 65 54 49 33

14:00 7 42 50 41 55 32 12

15:00 3 29 29 23 41 38 16

16:00 2 21 25 28 20 16 16



OUR INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

The Result

By understanding the key factors (and the extent of their influence, statistically) that influence safety
incidents, the client was able to address these issues and put measures in place to minimise
occurrences of these incidents. These factors included non-compliance, production output and mine
conditions.



OUR WORK IN MINING

Decision Inc. transforms ERG Africa mining operations with Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 Internal Stores Requisition Management solution

ERGA had multiple warehouses on its mine sites where stock was stored for operational use.
Previously, it used a paper-based system to requisition stock from these warehouses. This process
was tedious and inefficient. The workers would have to personally submit a hard copy of their
requisition to the warehouse for processing and issuing stock. They would then have to wait in line
while store personnel searched through thousands of items in large warehouses to see if the
required item was in stock. This manual process was time consuming and resulted in many lost
work hours.

Even though requisition papers could be posted in advance to save queues, these sometimes got
lost, and there was no way to advise the requestor of stockouts – both situations resulted in
workers not receiving their stock when they arrived to collect. Operators would therefore order
essential spares in advance and create individual ‘pirate’ stores in workshops or around the plant,
leading to waste and unnecessary re-stocking.

The Solution

Following a consultation process that began with Microsoft, Decision Inc. was selected to
implement the Microsoft Dynamics 365 (D365) Internal Stores Requisition Management (ISRM)
solution at ERGA.

The fundamental challenge for ERGA was to address the question of the location of its stock.
Without knowing stock levels or even where items were, the mines would not be able to operate
efficiently. The Decision Inc. ISRM solution integrated with workflow to manage stock inventory
automatically and empower users with the information they need to make the right decisions and
complete projects on time. The project was completed on 1 July 2019 with ERGA going live with
eight sites.

The Client Problem

Being a mining company with several capital
projects and conducting its own plant
maintenance, ERGA’s requirement was to have
certain equipment and operational
consumables on site and in stock to ensure
work orders were finished on time and capital
projects were completed according to deadline.



The Client Problem
The existing back-end system at the Khumani Iron Ore
Mine was no longer sufficient due to the extensive
expansion of the mine in recent years. The Client
needed a system to link across the organisation.
Integration with the existing processes would be
essential and change management was required to be
done effectively for staff to become comfortable with a
different way of doing things.

Decision Inc. Migrates Khumani Iron Ore Mine to SharePoint

OUR WORK IN MINING

The Benefits

Following the implementation of ISRM at ERGA, all the requisitions at the stores and stock issuing
processes were streamlined. Workers are now able to request stock from their computers, saving many
operators many hours each month. Functionality includes the return process where issued items can
be returned to the warehouse and the relevant cost centres credited with journals.

Users can easily track the status of their requisition and
when it will be issued. This allows for better planning as
well. The D365 Finance and Operations solution
implemented by Decision Inc. can immediately locate
needed stock items in alternative warehouses if the default
storage location used by the worker is empty, saving
countless phone calls and searching by stores supervisors.
Stock management processes also improved which
resulted in less “Out-of-Stock” situations.

Khumani started experiencing errors on the old system due to several compatibility issues. Employees
were in constant state of crisis. For example, version control on the more than 2,500 documents stored
on the system became impractical.

Following a tender process, Decision Inc. was identified aa the organisation with the right value
proposition and level of support to guide Khumani through the migration process.



Badenhorst says the organisation has significantly
benefitted from the Decision Inc. implementation.

“Not only was the support from Decision Inc. great, but their
overall communication with us was excellent. We are now
able to more efficiently run our systems and streamline a lot
of our processes. Time to response is faster and there is less
risk of manual errors,” she says.

OUR WORK IN MINING

“Employees never like changing systems
especially to one as different to what they were
used to as SharePoint. However, Decision Inc.
assisted us to really highlight the product and
how it would benefit not only the organisation
but the daily tasks of our staff.”
Additionally, Decision Inc. installed and
configured its Document Management Mining
Accelerator (DMMA) at the Khumani mine. The
turn-key solution was implemented on top of
the SharePoint platform and caters for the
lifecycle management of critical mining
documents such as policies and procedures.

The Solution
Khumani embarked on a phased approach with Decision Inc. to completely migrate its back-end to the
latest version of SharePoint. Despite the level of intricacy, the process went smoothly.
“Decision Inc. identified errors quickly which could be corrected immediately during the migration.
SharePoint would provide us with the platform for continued growth we required in a more digitally-
rich environment,” says Marizaan Badenhorst at Assmang.

Badenhorst says Khumani has been very happy with the level of support provided by Decision Inc.
throughout the process especially on the change management side.

The DMMA, geared specifically towards the mining industry, has benefits that include the easy
creation, review and approval of documents, as well as managing user access to sensitive
information through the roles and permissions of SharePoint. It also uses the SharePoint taxonomy
and metadata tagging capabilities to enable users to find documents without the need to search
through a hierarchical folder structure.

The Result



ABOUT US



Strategy
We provide the 

strategic support to 
develop these 

digital capabilities.

Managed 
Services

We run the technology 
systems and support 

the business.

Execution
We execute these technology pl

atforms and support the
organisational transformation.

Capabilities
We execute and 

deliver work for our
clients.

Solutions
We deploy our functional and i
ndustry solutions to support ou

r clients.

ABOUT US

Technology
We partner with the world’s most i

nnovative and 
relevant vendors to support our en

terprise clients.

Knowledge
We leverage our research 

platform, Knowledge Inc. to 
support engagements that are 

relevant to industries and 
functions.

Talent Scale
We leverage our diverse 

global talent pool to 
support clients’ technology 

and services needs.

Decision Inc. is a global Technology and
Digital Transformation business that helps
clients to reimagine their digital future.

Help clients transform 
their current business 
into a Digital Business

Help clients build 
Digital Businesses

We drive transformation by 
bringing together the 

technology, capabilities and 
knowledge needed to help 

organisations grow and thrive 
in the digital age.



WHY WORK 
WITH US

Decision Inc. has built up knowledge and industry experience through various technology partnered
implementations. Our role in supporting change is what sets us apart. We have a long record of
successfully overcoming challenges at a number of clients, across various industries. This uniquely
positions us to provide you and your workforce with a customised solution that is seamless, scalable,
& constantly connected.

Global partnerships
with leading 
technologies

Industry knowledgebase 
& Centre of Excellence

We offer 
training & 
support across 
technologies

We have over
500 clients

We operate 
across
10+ industries

Resourcing 
scale enabling
global 
efficiency

We implement over
400+ projects 
per annum

We have 
delivered solutions  
in 26 countries

Solutions led 
by Research 
& Innovation 
practice



OUR PRACTICE
CAPABILITIES

Our business engages clients across these 7 Practices. The knowledge assets and insights needed to deliver 
these services leverages our Knowledge Inc. platform to support our clients’ needs.

450 Clients
Europe, Asia, Australia

N America, Africa

4 Offices
London, Sydney, Cape Town,

Johannesburg

320 People
Developers, Consultants, Data 
Scientists, Engineers, Analysts

Across our portfolio we are market leaders in these technology segments
and our global relationships with these technology partners ensure we are
able to bring the most current insight and capability to our clients.

Our Technology 
Partners

Data &
Analytics

Digital ERP CRM FP&A Managed
Services

Industry
4.0

Mobility

Enable the
journey to
the cloud

Optimise
Operations

Transform
Customer

Experiences
Enabling

Innovation

Build 
Modern 

Workplaces

Harness the 
Power of Data

Transform
Decision
Making
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